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'rHE EFFECT OF BASIC REVIEW ON ACHIEVEMENT IN MATHl<:J11\.TICS

(Outline)
I.

II.

Introduction: Effect that Basic Review Has which Is
(liven in Class on Achievement in Mathematics.
A. Interest and concern.
1. to determine at what point students need most
work and attention.
2. to improve possible deficiencies.
3. to identify those students who have special
language problems.
B. The setting in terms of
1. the school.
2$ class composition--number of students and sex.
3. teachers present i.n room.
4• schedules as they apply to the
a. time of test.
b. date when test was given.
;;. type of' classroom organization used.
c. The problem.
1. give a test over f'our (4) mathematical operations
to one (1) 6th grade mathematics class.
a. f'irst area: addition.
b. second area: subtraction.
c. third area.: ·multiplication.
d. f'ourth area: division.
2. test will be divided into a verbal section
{word questions) and a m.l.merical section (number problems) .o
a. nineteen (19) word question problems on first page.
b. tv.J·enty-three (23) ·number ·problems on second page.
3. students expected to have some previous knmvledge or
a. signs used to identify and compute answers
by one of four operations.
bo laws governing the four functions.
c. elements of the problem of all of the four
;functions.
d. fractions o
e. expressing remainders in division problems.
4. review lessons will be given from text for the
previous week.
The Literature.
A. Consult theorists in relation to the problemo
1. the ideas of the learning theorists.
2. t'he ideas of the field theorists.
B. Bring in studies on effects of ethnically different
backgrounds on test scores.
1. might Chicano or Hexican background have a
negative influence on
a. successfully answering verbal question items?
b. successfully answering numerical problem items?
2. might consider studies of family backgrounds as well.
Co Obtain data on achievement tests scores given to the
6th gradel'S to measure mathematical achievement.

.,.

iv
· 1. administered as early as possible to the students.

2. provide such information as
a. raw scores/total number possible.
b. percentile rank.
c. stanine standing.
d. grade equivalent.
e. broken dovm into three (3} component areas
of mathematics.
D. Considering studies in developmental and educational
psychology.
· 1 •. account fo.r individual differences in
a. ability.
b. sex differences in mathematics.
2. consider need for additional drill and reinforcement
in number skills for later on.
E. Tie-in findings in literature in above areas to deal
effectively with problem.
III.

The Procedure.
A. Give a basic revie\v for a week covering certain
important points.
B. Anno\mce the test one day in advance; tell students
to study.
c. Give the test.
1. pass out two separate sheets.
2. demand quiet in room and no looking at one
anothe1• 1 s papers.
3. Dro Juanita Curtis, who assisted me, and I answer
very basic questions only.,
·
4. announce test will end in five. (5) minutes.,
5. collect tests after five minutes has elapsed.
ao collect 10 :rninutes before end of period
regardless if everyone is done or not.
b. staple sheets together as they come in.
D. Posttest.
1. review problems of the test on the blackboard.
2. excuse everyone as· usual at end of class period.
E. Evaluation.
1. evaluate test scores by a straight percentage
curve--90% above A; 80% above B; 65% above C;
56% above D; and below 56% is an F.
.
2. consider effects of above evaluation on student
attitudes toward
a. me as a teachero
b. future mathematics work attempted~
F. Return testso
1. describe method of grading tests.
2. stress importance of overall grade, not just one
test.
3. give individual attention to those students who
need special help because of
a. low ability.
b. non-English background
(i.e., ]~glish as a second language).

I
I
L

I
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II.
'.

v

IV.

Conclusions and Recommen.dations.
A. Statistical ru1alysia.
lo demonstrate a statistical relationship using a
diagnostic achievement test given at the first
of year with .
a. basic review test composed of 42 problems.
b. a follow-up review exercise given a week
later with. only number problems on it.
2o determine a positive, negative, or no gain
relationship using these three testa.
B. Draw conclusions as to the validity, reliability, and
practicality of giving a 42 item test to one 6th grade
mathematics class.
c. Submit flndings to supervising teachers.
1. applicationto the subject matter at the 6th grade
level.
2. usc as a diagnostic tool to measure gain from the
beginning of the year on mathematics knowledge
and skills.
·
3· use as a cultural tool to determine whether
cultural-ethnic differences play a role in
answering either
a. word questions as used in page one of test.
b. number problems as used on page two of test.

THE EFFECT OF BASIC REVIEW ON ACHIEVEMENT IN MATHEMATICS
Chapter I.

Introduction

This research paper is a description and analysis of a
test devised to 1neasure knowledge of the four mathematical
operations at the 6th grade level.
The interoest in this topic stems from a: perception I
wished to acquire as a. student teacher to determine at what
point do students at the 6th grade level need additional review
work and attention so as to competently handle the mathematical
work that is ass:i.gned to them.

Furthermore, in recognizing

difrerent levels of mathematical achievement in students I
. have experi anced these concerns:

(1) to improve possible

deficiencies that are especially acute in some students and
{2) to identify those students who have· exhibited special
language difi'icul ties.

My experience over a period of time

has prompted a concern in this area of mathematics and has

led me away from a strict adherence to the textbook to a rather
..

brief but con.c.entra.ted review of ele1nents of arithmetic operations
l

2

and on number skills (see Appendix B).
Some background information on the setting of the school
at which the research was conducted is approp1•iate to discuss
at this time.

The school at which I worked during a period

of seven weeks (September 2nd to October 14th) was French
Camp School in French Camp, California situated about five
miles south of Stockton.

Its main building is pre-Field Act

construction (prior to 1927) and this building was dedicated
in 1928.

A ·series of new buildings and portable classrooms

are now in use or are still under construction.

In addition

to this historical background, I worked in classroom #14 in
the new building for mathematics.

The new classrooms have

been in use since 1973-7l.J..
Composition of the class that I taught in should be
considered in three ways.

First of all, the class consisted

of 34 students most of who are from 10-12 years old.

This

class contained both sexes; there were 15 boys and 19 girls.
Also this should be considered:

the class had a large

Caucasian element (22 students) but there was a notable
percentage of students with Chicano/Nexican background and
this numbered eleven (11) students, according to my calculations.
There was also one Oriental girl enrolled in the class.

This

group of students was a heterogeneous ethnic group, indeed.
The teachers present in the room were myself· and
Mrs. Muriel Prouty, my supervising teacher for mathematics at
the school.

Only on one occasion can a recollection be made

of a teacher or any other adult present in class; that was
Mr. Donald Vos, the vice-principal whose responsibility it was

I

I
I
I
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to observe me and the proceedings in this class.

As is

customary during student teaching the regular teacher assumes
a less a.ct1.ve role in managing the class and is removed from
the classroom activities and instruction so that the responsibility

.

of teaching is gradually taken over by the student teacher during
the course of the student teaching assignment.
Schedules in relation to the test that this paper is to
describe are examined in two ways.

The length of the 5th

period during the school day at French Camp School is 45 minutes
extending from, 12:54 P.M. to 1:39 P.M.

The test that was used

to measure the 5th period 6th grade students' acquisition of
fundamental mathematical concepts was administered at
approximately 12:59 P.M. with the assistance of Dr. Juanita Curtis
who assisted in distributing each sheet at which time the

students began _to work on the problems.

The lapse of' five

minutes was necessary because roll is required to be taken
which also allows room noise to subside so that the students
can concentrate optimally on performing well on the test.
The date in which the examination was given was September

30, 1975.

At grades 6th through the 8th grade at French ·camp School
the type of classroom organization utilized happens to be a
departmentalized, subject-oriented situation, i.e., students
come in for one period and then leave to· go to another
instructor for another class during the next period (better
known as a junior high school).

In. my experience at French Camp School the problem as I
surmised it, was one of student underachievement, specifically
with basic nwnber skills at the 6th grade level.

4
As enumerated earlier, the purposes for giving a test
to this group of students were three-fold:

(1) to de.termine

at what polnt students were showing evidence of struggling
with new material and would need attention to review and
could profit from drill in order to grasp basic mathematical
functions

fo~

the class as a whole; (2) to improve obvious

deficiencies that were especially apparent in some students;
and (3) to identify and devote special attention to those
students who evidence language problems •.
The attempt was made to construct an instrument designed
to deal with this problem of inadequate understanding and
application of numerical operations by giving a test over the
four (4) mathematical operations to the one 6th grade ma.themati.cs
class at French Camp Schoolo
The test dealt with these four areas:

(1) addition;

(2) subtraction; (3) mult·iplication; and (4) division..

In an

effort to give equivalent attention to each of these four
operations the test and any follow-up exercises endeavored to
utilize an equal number of problems from each of t:hese four
areas.
\·lithout dealing exclusively with numerical problems,. the.
test was divided into two sections--a verbal section consisting
of nineteen (19) word questions on the first page as well as
a numerical section composed of twenty-three (23) 'number
problems on a second page.

The total number of items on the

test in two parts was forty-two (42)o
Given the students 1 educational experience up to the 6th
grade level the students were expected to have some previous

I
I

1-·····~-
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knowledge of and could aolve problems using:

(1) signs used

to identify and compute answers by one of the four functions;
(2) laws governing the four operations; (3) elements of the
problem (questj.on) of all of the four functions; Ot) fractions;
and (5) expressing remainders in divisi.on problems· with at
least

56% accuracy to receive a passing grade {a behaviorally

stated objective).
As. was the case in this study extensive review of lessons
was given from the textbook (Modern School

50

Mathematics~

pages

to 65) during a period of one school week prior to the test.

(

~

~

-:

1----

Also every effort was made to isolate student probletns and to

1!

grapple with these problems in class so as to prepare students

r

for the upcoming exa.mination that they were to expect.

i

6

Chapter II.

The Literature

In consulting the literature in relation to this problem
it is proper to consider the contributions of theorists in
education.
The learning theorists, among those the proponents of
Pavlovlan/Classica1 conditioning, will be discussed here.

As

the pr·oble:rn has been proposed in the Introduction, there are
applications of these traits of Classical conditioning:
conditioned stimulus (CS); unconditioned stimulus (UCS);
unconditioned response (UCR); and condi t:i.oned response ( CR) o

1

Let th:ts illustration stand as the basis for the conditioning
that the test for measuring knowledge of basic review in
mathematics is attempting to show.

The first aspect of

Classical conditioning in the model is the conditioned stimulus (CS);
in this study, it is the fact that the 6th grade students are
exposed to numerical skills involving the four operations.
The second characteristic of the model is the unconditioned
stimulus (UCS).

This relates to the novel methods in which

the students are informed of ways in which they can be aware
of the various elements of a given problem and how these
elements work vii thin the problem, how to· express the answer,
and techniques on how to check (verify) one's work given an
already determined ans\-rer.

These are the aspects of the

ucs.

The third part of the model is the unconditioned response
(UCR) which is the frequency of a successful calculation which

-----·...
1

~

Robert s. Beecroft, Classical Conditioning (Goleta.,
California: · }'sychonoroic Press, 1966"), p. 1.
'

7
would result :i.n the correct answer to numerical problems.
Lastly, the fourth and probably most vital component
of the model is the conditioned response.

A response becomes

conditioned when, as in the case of mathematics, a student
can effectively deal with and derive a correct answer for a
given problem that reflects his previous learning according
to a specific formula of learning that is instructed in class.
For example, the idea of checking one's work in division is
a prime illustration of an unconditioned stimulus influencing
an unconditioned response to develop a conditioned response.
i

In division one can check one's work by multiplication of the

iI

quotient (answer) by the divisor (number which divides) plus

!'

adding any remainder to the multiplics.:tion.

This total must

equal the dividend (number that is divided) to prove that the
quotient is correct or if not then some error has affected
the calculations.

(see figure 1

4
4/fff
16

2

r 2

Check work:

4x4=16+2~18

18=18) 0

Assuming students can grasp this method then future answers
to work attempted in division can be validated by the method
as it is suggested in the example.
Now believing that studepts have understood the premise
behind checking work for any numerical problem a carry-over
phenomenon should take place which allows the students to
answer virtually any problem correctly by utilizing a valid
approach for checking one's work.
the •transfer of learning'.

This is often spoken of as

This results .in mental discipline

at which point the students evidence the ability to draw upon
their own resources to deal with a mathematical problem both

I
I
l

I

8

s\-r:tft;ly and correctly.

2

Reinforcement in terms· of strengthening mathemat.ical
skills are important because students need to be constantly
and regul.arly reinstructed on how to solve a problem and to
a1~r:tve

at a correct answer.

This involves a process of

memor-y and such reinforcement of memory with respect to a
schedule of reinforcement 3 may vary from teacher to teacher
according to a rate at rrhich the students will leam.
Yet when a problem is recognized which does not strengthen
·or reinfol"ce the basic paradigm of Classical conditioning
reinforcement .
·
·
which is simply: S(stimulus)---~---------R(response), then
a progressive deterioratlon of a conditioned response occurs .
which is caused by nonreinfopcement.
11

As the literature suggests,

this phenomenon of a rapid and a more or less smoothly

progressive we.akening of the respopse to a conditioned stimulus
which is reneated a number of times without reinforcement may
appropriately be

termed.,.~ oextinction. ul+

Extinction is what

the use of the test in this study is being addressed to and
proves that basic review is necessai'Y, at least it is considered
so in this paper.
Because of the extensive research in the field in the
area of 6th grade mathematics, this paper proposes:

due to

the condi tiona that prevailed in this study, a definite
relationship has been shown that links the students' apparent
lack of numerical skills with an insufficient knowledge of
2'

J)aniol Tanner, and Laurel N. Tanner, Curr:t.culum Develo:ement,
Hacmillan Pub1ishing
Inc.,·
i9'7'!D PP • 275-27'6a
·
lBoeor-o.f't, 21?.~ cit., p. 105.
~·Beecroft, ~·, p. 114.
Theox:il:. i:.}l~ P~:,neti~_!! (New York:

Co.,

9

methods professed in this paper to deal effectively with
numerical problems.
of the problem.

'l'his paper will suffice as an indication

In theory t;he problem is feasible and in

practice it can be proved or Q\sproved by the use of the
instrunwnt (test) which is designed to measure the basic
acquisition of the four mathematical operations and knowledge
of related number skills.

In effect;, this paper is a form of

field researc.h and does apply theories which in practice are
proved or

di~proved.

Another point that; the instr·u.'Uent
.
(test) was designed to
expose and a point in which the literature shows concern are
the effects of cultural deprivation and the classic comparison
of heredity K'ld environment.

As is nmv readily accepted "the

concept of fixed general intelligence is being replaced with
a concept of more specialized abilities that are dependent upon
environmental nurturance, including instruction.

The notion

of predeterrnined development is yielding to a concept of
development influenced by environmental considerations. 11 5
It is proposed here--mi.ght a Chicano or Mexican background
have a negative influence on:

(1) successfully answering

verbal questions; or (2') successfully answering nwnerical
problems?

Given a basic accepted definition that the environment

plays a greater role in shaping specialized abilities, such as
mathematics, than does one's heredity, the instrlli"ilent was
implemented in the f'orm of a test to identify those individual
students who experienced a modicum of cultural deprivation due

~rlilltam Goodwin, and Herbert J. Klausm.ei.er•, Learning
and Human Abil:i. t;ies (New York: Harper and Row, Publishe'rs,
'1966'); P• '5"2~

'10

in part to language difriculties.

Might language barriers

not permit the students to understand the implications of a
problem in mathematics as best they could had English been
their native language?

(see Chapter IV- Conclusions).

Cultural deprivation caused by a

deteriora~ed

or broken

family life or a low socioeconomic base of the family has also
been shown to play a key part in affecting academic performance.
Because "the lower the socioeconomic and social class status
of: the_i'amily, the lesser utilization does the child make of

sohooling.u
not

6 . The reasons are that these. same students are

prep~ring

for higher _education and the rigors of hard '\vork

that is required to achieve good grades in a college preparatory
course of study.

This end is not evi.dent in these students

nor is it often usually condoned by the family of such a student.
Acting as the pretest to substantiate, the conclusions of
this text (see Chapter JV - Conclusions) are data obtained on
diagnostic achievement tests given to the 6th graders in the
one mathematics class at study here.

These tests were.

administered as a.group test to the students in early October,

1975.

So, they were administered as early as was possible to

the s~u~ents_9-uping· the. scho9l ye~r.
The__ informa:tion provided. in these achievement tests
which will be _exp:J.ored u_sing statistical analysis in Chapter IV
are:

_(1 >: ravt_

number

~~ores (~umber

pos.sib~~;

correct a given student answers)/

,(2) percentile :rank; _{3) standing using

, s~B.Il?:P~s; .{4) gr~de:_~g-~v(llent; -~11d C5) the analysis. of· the

1 ~pst~~~;ch~~st~~y~d~d~~~~o 7 t~r,e~{3):categ9ries.

•--··~,, ~~ ~ ~m,":(> • ~ ?£?

0

~These

11

i

I
characteristics ·of the pretest used in this study as well as
any irregular or extraordinary conditions are enlightened in
the statistical analysis section of Chapter IV (see Chapter
IV - Statistical Analysis).
Thoughts coming

~rom

studies in developmental and

educational psychology should account for individual differences
in:

(1) ability; and (2) difrerences attributed to sex.
Usually, the

key to determining ability level is

primal~

the understanding of subject matter and ·the transfer value of
that understanding as measured by a grade. 7
really measure ability?

11

But does a grade

For instance, what does a grade of B

in sixth grade arithmetic mean in terms of Evelyn 1 s (hypothetj,cal
student) actual development of mathematical concepts and
abilities?

\mat does it tell us about he1"' 1.mderstanding of

fractions or problems of measurement?

The answer is, nothing.

All that it means is that Evelyn is doing superior work in
arithmetic, in the judgment of the teachel"', which is based on
a combination of certain known and unknown factors • 11

8

This

raises looming questions as to the value of grades in accurately
measuring ability of students in their academic affairs.
Differences that are due. to sex have been discussed and
analyzed carefully in many studies.

Statistics show that

despite the fact that girls throughout their educational
careers appear to make better students than do boys, their
relative mathematical ability has been shown to be generally
7H"enry Beaumont, and Freeman Glenn Macomber, Ps:ychologi c.a!
Factors in Ed.uca tion (New Yorl{: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

19'+ 9T!J-pp:

::mh-2 4'); -

1illo 1

P•

244.

12

inferior to that of boys, although there are always notable
exceptions.

Yet overall

11

differences in intelligence are

not usually found between boys and girls because the widely
used individual intelligence tests have been constructed
to eliminate sex differences.

.

However, girls typically

score higher on verbal items, boys on quantitative and
spatial items in both intelligence and achievement tests. 119
The discrepancy lies in the fact that the role of girls
has tended away from mathematics and as a result girls are
less likely to be mathematically-inclined.

In getting back

to the instrument used in this study, there \vas a diligent
effort made to eliminate sex differences caused by the
interpretation of respective roles by both males and females
and in doing so the results of the test scores proved that
sex differences were negligable and Hould only be attributed
to· the individual student and his/her preparation, ability,
and backgronnd to handle the examination on the day it was
gi.ven.
In light of the literature that has now been discussed
thus far the findings bear lasting witness to the fact that
a variety of possible factors should be considered when
deciding upon {1) how to construct a test, {2) for what should
a test measure, and (3) how to most effectively use a test
to promote learning to take place in students.
·.As was the nature of this account of the literature
thes·e .factors \-vore examined in this study:
"the t-es·t

'aS

(1) the use of

a Cl&.ss:J.cal conditioning device; (2) st.atement.s

~ ..

13
made about the roathemati'cs background of a.tudents as determined
in the field; (3} consulting studies on the possible effects
of ethnically different backgrounds on answering either verbal
or numerical questions;

(L~)

considering the possible effects

of family background on achievement in mathematics; (5) obtaining
data on diagnostic ach5.eve:ment test scores in

m~::tthematics

(see Chapter IV - Statistical Analysis); and (6) accounting
for studies on individual differences in abil:i.ty and how sex

I

role interpretations have a bearing on study patterns of students

'

l

r

·in mathematics.
These various aspects that the literature helps to clarify

~

!

,.I
l!:
I

I .

t :

leads one as a teacher to make rational decisions in terms of
the needs students evidence for additional drill and reinforcement
in

unde:pst~J.ding

mathematical operations and number skills.

The

i

l
I

extra reviev.r that students undertake should have positive

I .

advantages for the students' further study in mathematics in
the future.

ll
I
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Chapter III.

The Procedure

As stated earlier, a series of basic review lessons was
given for a period of five {5) school days from September 2)rd
to the 29th which covered certain important

point~

with which

the students were to become familiar.
The students studied specific information encompassing
the four mathematical operations suitable for the 6th grade
level and focused on these particular areas:

for addition -

{1) signs used to identify and compute answers {+sign);

(2} the laws influencing addition (the colTllllutative and associative
laws); (3) the elements in .an addition problem (example:

4

+

5

= 9--the

4

smd

5

are the addends and the answer 9 is the

sum); and Ut.) the notion that in addit:Lon an answer can be
obtained by adding either horizontally or vertically and by
either method the answer is the sameo
For subtraction these properties were studied in class:

(1) signs used to identify and compute answers (a minus -sign};
{2) the laws which do not apply to subtraction (the commutative
and associative laws); (3) the elements in a subtraction
problem {example: ·6 the

4

4=

2--the 6 is referred to as the sum,

and 2 are the addends which when added together equal

6, the sum, and the answe1.. 2 is either one of two choices--the
difference or the remainder); and

{L~)

the concept. which again

illustrates that in subtraction an ru1swer can be obtained by
subtracting either horizontally or vertically and by either
means the answer is the samec
These characteristics of multiplication were studied in

15
class during the review week:

(1) signs used to identify and

o,

compute answers (3 methods--a raised dot

a times sign

11

x 11 ,

or to multiply a quantity by use of parentheses, e.g., (3?).
These signs can be used interchangeably 11-ri. th any other as may
be desired (see Appendix B, item lb); (2) the law~ affecting
mul tiplicatlon (the commutative and associative lmvs) and in
this way is comparable to addition; (3) the elements of a
multiplication problem (example:

5x 3

5 and 3 are

== 15--the

called factors .and the answer 15' is known as the product);
and (4) the fact that as in addition and subtraction the process
of multiplication can be carried out either horizontally or
vertically as the case rr.ay be and by either method the anmver
is the same.
'11he aspects of division were studied in some depth during

class and .these import,an t points were reviewed:

(1) signs

·used to identify and compute answers (3 methods--the long
division sign ; - , the use of the divisor sign
fraction

9
y).

-!j

and the

Any sign can be used interchangeably 't-li th another

and the r-esult obtained as an answer is not altered (see· Appendix
C, item #8); (2) laws that do not govern division (the commutative

and associative laws) and in this way is sinular to subtraction;

(3) the elements of the division process (example:

the number

being divided is called the dividend or in the case of a
fraction is called the numerator, i.e., the fraction

3/5-..the 3

is the numerator, the nmnber that is the divider is referred
to as the divisor or in the case of a fraction is called the
denominator, i.e., the fraction .3/5--the

5

is the denominator,

and in any case of division the answer is called the quotient),

16
In division is introduced the ve11r significant concept of
fractions and hm-r a simple fraction expressed as either a

.

proper, improper, or mixed number is always a form of
long-hand (/---) or using a divisor sign (t) division, and
the stating of a quotient correctly is very crucial.

Germane

to the process of division is expressing a remainder in
conjunction with a whole number as part of the quotient.
For example, a remainder can be expressed in one of two ways.
Figure2, the hypothetical division problem 86,. 8

= 10

with

a remainder 6 (use small r as remainder symbol), or by using
a fraction to express

th~

remainder in the answer (quotient)

as 10 r 6/8 which when the fraction is reduced to lov1est ter-ms
yields a value of 10

3/L~.

It would be good to point out in

class that either answer for a remainder is acceptable.
As is the case with virtually every numerical problem, a
.student given proper instruction can validate (check) the work
attempted by recognizing how the various elements work in the
problem.

Fundamental to the review was a careful discussion

and visual examples put on the blackboard of techniques on
how to check the work that·is completed by students.

In

addition, the commutative and associative laws apply.

Therefore, it is logical to say that 3 + 6 + 8 = 8 + 6 + 3,
in either situation the sum is

17.

The simple lesson discussed

in class was that no matter the length or size of ·the numbers
involved in the problem one can add in reverse order (or any order)
in addition to confirm the results obtained by the first adding.
Also grouping the numbers in parentheses and adding the numbers
outside of parentheses, vis-a-vis, the associative principle. of
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addition, is also an accurate method for checking one's work
in addition.
Verifying one's work in subtraction was a concept that
the 6th graders involved in this study had difficulty grasping
but is still a good concept to introduce, nevertheless.

Simply

by adding together the two addends, i.e., the number subtracted
and the answer ( dJfference), the new total should equal the
sum or the number from which another number was originally
subtracted.

No matter how complex the problem might be this

aforementioned method will help students to· do subtraction.
Most of the same rules that affect addition also affect
multiplication and tnese rules were studied in class.
commutative lavv suggests that 3 x 6 x 9

=9

The

x 6 x 3 and in

either case the product for this problem is 162.

The illustration

here suggests that no matter the length or size of the numbers
involved in the problem one ca.'tl multiply these numbers in
reverse order (or any order) to prove the answer obtained from
the initial multiplication.

Also grouping any t1vo numbers

in parentheses and multiplying these numbers in the quantity
first, then multiplying the product of that multiplication by
the remaining numbers outside of the parentheses, again using
the associative principle, is an excellent method which was
introduced in class for checking one's work in multiplication.
In division the process of checking the answer (quotient)
involves multiplication.
class.

This process was also examined in

In effect, division is the inverse function of

multiplication.

For instance, let us :t'evert back to the hypothetical

division problem 86 + 8

= 10

r 6 or 3/4.

The quoti ont can be
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checked by converting from division to multiplication.
is done by multiplying the answer (quotient) by the

This

divis~r

or in the case of the hypothetical problem we multiply

10 (quotient) x (times) 8 (divi.sor) =(equals) 80, then by
merely adding the remainder to the product 80 will result in

86 (the dividend).

When the remainder is expressed as a

fraction, this fact is liable to confuse some students,
especially when the instructor introduces the entirely new
concept of remainders being converted to fractions and included
as part of the ru1swer (quotient).

By changing the fraction

back to a whole number as the remainder and then by adding
that whole number to the product of the quotient and divisor
wlll also result in the correct answer as the dividend.

It

l

is advisable .for the instructor to be careful about explaining
hovT to represent an answer to divis_ion with a remainder that

is expressed as a fraction, particularly for those students
who desire to check their answers to division.
Digressing for the moment to the events that preceded

I

i

I

I
I
I

the actual testing will provide some historical perspective
into what actually took place.

As this student teacher gained

the approval from the supervising teacher for 6th grade
mathematics, events proceeded on schedule and the examination
was announced' just one day in advance as September 29th was
the final day for review.

Acknowledging the fact that ample

time vtas provided for review during the previous 1-/aak, the
announcement that the test would occur the next day (on a Tuesday)
was not ill-fow1ded,

Certainly adequate opportru1ity was available

to the students to prepare accordingly and besides the in-class
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review devoted to this specific subject-matter, the effort
was made to impress upon students the importance of studying
and reviewing those sections in the textbook that were

.,

'

'

designated as especially relevant to the examination.
On the next day the test was given as planned· (September 30th).

L

'

Dr. Juanita Curtis, who very capably assisted me that day, and
I each distributed two (2) separate sheets to every student in
class who was present in class that day (two other students

I

!

were not present the day that the test was given and took the
examination approximately 10 days later).

After each student

received two sheets, I, as the responsible teacher, enforced
some basic rules to curb discipline problems that were anticipated.
The demand for• quiet in the room and no looking at other students 1
test papers 1-vere the two major regulations that would be enforced
during the examination.
As the period progre'ssed, Dr. Curtis and I answered only
very basic questions from individual students unless a question
on the test arose and an erroneous interpretation of a test
item would produce a possible wrong ans11'ler.

One such question

did come about on the examination (see Appendix B, item lb) on
multiplication at which point the explanation was made that
each problem as stated on that question would result in the
same answer--12.

As the teacher, an effort was made by me

to remove any source of confusion on this question by providing
an explanation of its meaning.

During the remainder of the

period, questions from students -wePe kept to a minimum.
The period moved along smoothly except for some scattered
brief questions from students and as the period drew to a close

.-f----

I
II·
[

I
II
I
I
i
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the class was sampled to determine at what time were most of
them through with their work and at that point a new announcement
was made that the examination would end in five (5) minutes;
at approximately 1:25 P .11.

At the time that five minutes had

elapsed I called for the tests and collected them·as quickly
as was possible under the condi tiona regardless if everyone had
finished with the test or not.

Since the two sheets were not

pre-stapled before the test, the test sheets were stapled as
they came in from the students.
The time remaining, about 10 minutes, was intended as
posttest review.

As much as was possible the class and I

·reviewed the word questions on the first page as rapidly as
we could in order to preserve enough time for review of the
second

page~

The second page review was accomplished by

illust1•ating the numerical problems on the blackboard and
requesting students to v0lunteer their answers and solutions
to these

ru~swers

for each problem.

At which time the period

came to a close (1 :39 P.M.), the class was dismissed as. usual.
The evaluation procedure that was employed to grade the
test scores was based on a "straight percentage 11 curve.

With

42

42

possible answers this breakdown was used:

ans"tvers would earn a grade of A; 80-89% of
earn a grade of B;

65-79%

of

grade of C; a percentage of

42

answ:ers would

answers would constitute a

56-64

would result in·,a grade of D;

and a paper with a percentage of below
grade of F.

42

90-100% of

56

would receive a

This method for which a grade was attached to each

test was arrived at by taking the individual student 1 s number
of correct answers and d.i vi ding that score by a possible lt2
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correct answers would result in a percentage for a given
student in relation to a perfect score of 100%.

This percentage

was then compared to the percentages for each grade category,
and then a grade was assigned to that percentage that a given
paper might have received.
Obviously, a test and its originator are going to be
subject to nbacklash 11 and be a source of complaint from some
students.

So it is necessary to tie-in observations of

student attitudes toward:

(1) me as a teacher; and (2) future

mathematics work attempted by the students.
Initially 1 it was believed that the grading system
instituted was aligned rather nearly with the grading practices
of my supervising t"eacher at the school.

But as I quickly came

to realize the individual test scores of the students were
lower than had been expected.

The mean (average) percentage,

correct of the class as a whole was .529 or 53% wh'en rounded
off with a mean (average) score ot: 22.24 correct/42 answers
possible or when the mean figure is rounded off it is about
22 correct out of 42 possible answers.

To be frank, I was

rather disappointed at the poor showing by a majority of the
students.

As the average would indicate the grade distribution

was such that about 50% of the students• test scores were in
the F rangel
In observing students' attitudes toward me as a teacher,
there ivere occasional suggestive remarks being made by students
as they received their tests back with a grade evaluation at
the top.

This was

~~fortunate

but this can occur with any

instrument used as a test that is so far devised.

Evidently,
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students were disgruntled with the grade they received in
some cases but most did not openly express their resentment
or hostility toward me as the teacher.

Still other individuals

who received the lower grades neglected to answer the word

.

questions on the first page claiming to me later that

11

I couldn't

understand these questions so I just left them blank."

This

told me one of two things,. either a language barrier had
interfered with their ability to understand the verbal questions,
or these students lack the intellectual ability to deal with
these types of questions successfully.
In now relating the outcome of the students' performance
with respect to the existing grading standards that were used,
two measures could have been undertaken to cope vlith the
difficulties of moPale that many of these students might have
experienced.

Number one measure, which was implemented, was.

to not assign a letter grade to the very lowest papers, i.e.,
scores belmv

25%

correct and instead time was taken to devote

individual teaching to ·those low students to bring them up to
a minimal acceptable level of understanding in the subjectmatter.

These very low scores were particularly common among

those who had experienced language difficulties in their
understanding of English.

Measure #2, a

11

class 11 curve, was not used.

The tests were returned to the students two days later
(October 2nd) and then because of a formality were· recollected
in order to enter the grades of each paper in the grade book.
They were finally

retu1~ed pe~nanently

to the students after

recording on October 3rd, a Friday.
A careful and

pain~1taking

explanation of the grading
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procedure was delineated on the blackboard on October 2nd
describing the method of grading and defining each number
on the papers that were responsible for the determination
of the grade.

As the teacher, I was very receptive to

questions posed by students about the grade that the student
earned ru1d the answers provided on the test by the students.
Surprisingly, there wa.s a minimum of questions on the interpretation
of the grades that each student received and the procedure
used to calculate that grade, it was discovered.
Upon

reco~1izing

that scores were significantly lower

than anticipated, the point was emphasized in class that
there was greater importance on the overall grade in mathematics,
and not solely the irmnediate importance that is heaped upon
one test, despite the l"esul ts of that test.

This was a good

means to restore a sense of self-assurance. in students who
otherwise could be shaken by the results of one testo
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Chapter IV.

Conclusions and Recommendations

A statistical analysis of the pretest that was used in
this study in connection with the basic review test composed
of

42

problems is necessary to elaborate so as to. validate

the study.,
The pretest employed in this study was a California
standardized test for measuring educational progress in
mathematics (believed to be the S.T.E.P. test - Sequential
Test for Educational Progress}.
Conditions that wez•e involved in this test were:

(1)

the test was administered as a group test which was given to
the total membership of the 6th grade class at French Camp
School during a few days in early October; (2) the test for
mathematics was gi.ven as part of a cc1nplete battery of tests
. designed to measure achievement in the other basic disciplines,
i.e., reading, writing, and possibly others; and (3} since
this was a test to measure achievement in mathematics as well
as the other disciplines normally instructed over a period of
school years, students could not study any particular subjectmatter in order to prepare exclusively for the test(s) that
were given.

As a result the students were not likely to

manifest any immediate

01•

direct knowledge that they might

have studied in preparation for these tests.
The achievement test examination consisted of 98 items
and was divided into three. (3) major areas.

These areas were

computation with·application using the four operations of
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division (48

items}~

The second area was concept recognition with interpretation

and analysis of these concepts (25 items).

Geometry, number

systems, measurements, and problem solving items were at
issue here.

The third area was application skills usirlg

number. systems, measurements, and problem solving (25 i tema) •

.

Statistical analysis that are undertaken will be measures
of central tendencies, i.e., mean, median, and mode.
range of scores will also be i.ndicated.

The

As for the diagnostic

achievement test the measures of central tendency will ba
applied to the raw scores from the first area of mathematics
f'rom the test (see bottom of page 24), the total score, tb,e
percentile rank, stanine standing, and grade equivalent.
Conclusions can be drawn from this analysis.
For. this 6th grade class, the re.gular teacher for the
class essentially dlsregarded the results :from these achievement
tests and indicated so.

Instead, she relied upon students

dividing themselves into two gi•oups-...the

regu~ar,

grade level

group numbering 25 students, and the low, below grade level
group consisting of 9 students.

During the course of the

school year, these students either experienced success in
handl:i.ng the work from the textbook for traditional 6th grade
mathemat:tcs and conti.nued on, or experienced trouble so as to
requ:i.I~e

a new textbook which provided them ldth drill and

reinforcement of below grade level \iork.

It is the conclusion

of this paper that this method of allowing students to divide
· themselves into two or n10re groups ls proper in defining
student sub-groups for mathematics class and this paper goes on
to prove the validity of this method in the STATISTICAl, .ANALYSIS:
(see TABLES l» 2, and

3

on pages 26 and 27)o

.
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Obviously, as evidenced by these scores of both groups of

25

and 8 students respectively as shown on page 26, these methods

for measuring central tendency point to the glaring conclusion
that ther·e is a great dispari t'Y in the achievement level of
both of these groups.

The results prove that the 8 students

are definitely below grade level on an average as .compared with
the other group consisting of regular grade level students and
almost every score obtained from the low group reflects this
fact.

(There was one student of the 9 who had no scores leaving 8).
It can be further concluded that a series of review

lessons leading up.to a review test should be provided to the
low group especially to identify difficulties apparent in
computation skills and to strengthen the basic skills ·and
ir

=-- =

Key: Mean - average score
x
add total of all scores/total
number of scores available in sample; median - :middlemost score;
mode - most often occurring score; range - lowest and highest
scores of a given sample {columns). Percentile (%tile) rank comparison of where an individual ranks in a random sampl a· of
100 individuals; stanines - ranking in one of 9 broad percentage
groupings; and grade equivalent - where a student rates as
compared to other students at his grade level {roHs). In
table 3 the measures of central tendency are listed as row
headings instead of' column headings as in tables 1 and 2.
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knowledge of computation using the four mathematical operations.
If the goal as it is suggested above can be achieved,
then many aspects of the performance of the lower level student
will be improved.

It is likely that :mathematical achievement
.
test scores will improve as well as future work and activities

attempted in mathematics for later .years.
At the. time this test was given, the 6th grade students
at study in this paper were not grouped according to at what
level the students could deal with the work that was assigned
to them.

Concluding from this, it can be said that the class

was a homogeneous group on September 30th, the day when the
test was actually given.

At that time, every student was

engaging himself or• herself in the same textbook {Modern

Sch~ ~·)

and work was done on the same assigned pages by the class as a
whole.
Another conclusion can be inferred that the test used and
any follow-up review {see Appendix C) given identified those
students who were particularly low and this fact corresponded
rather closely with the diagnostic scoves obtained from the
achievement tests.

Again, to bandy around names that would

expose these students would only detract from this paper and
potentially harm certain individuals in the 6th grade class
in reference to the use of these scores.
The follow-up review consisted of 12 numerical problems.
It was good review from these standpoints:

{1} it continued

the review over the previous material; (2} it reinforced earlier
learni.ng; and (3) it isolated problem areas that students had.
On the whole, scores were generally high (the average was 9 to 10

·j

i

I
I

~~
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I

correct out of a possible 12) on this revievT paper.
It can be concluded that the correlation of higher scores
on the

follow~up

exercises related the notion that the review

test positively strengthened basic skills and the follow-up
exercises further proved this.

The review and the follow-up

to the revi e\v suggest positive value in the long-run.
Now it is appropriate to .discuss the instrument and lts
influence on dictating the distressingly low scores by many of
the students.

As has been so often prophesized by teachers

and people ass.ociated with the teaching profession, the instrument
is only as good as the teacher who made the instrument.

This

is well and good but objectively one must consider the ultimate
purposes of the tool being used.

Once again, the pursuits of

the instrument were three-fold and these purposes have been
discussed before.

iI
I

The review and related follow-up are indicated

when 6th grade students are to master such assignments that
are similar in scope to Appendix A (see Appendix A - a very
early assignment).
As I prorrrlsed to myself in striving to seek ways for
self-improvement as a teacher, the attempt was made to give
individual attention to those 6th grade student~s who require
special guidance and assistance because of (1) low ability,
or (2) suggestions derived from the test pointing to those
students who might have treated English as a second language.
These facts were being exposed by the use of this test which
was presented in two parts.
In drawing conclusions about the validity of the review
test and the follow-up exerc:l.ses given we can refer back to

.
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these basic premises elemental to the review:

(l.) to determine

when students were experiencing difficulty with comprehending
new subject-matter and would need and even desire attention to
review and could gain from this drill and reinforcement in order
to grasp an 1.mderstanding of the four mathematicai operations;
(2) to improve weaknesses that were especially apparent in some
students; and (3) ·to use the review as a tool to identify those
students who evidence language problems attributed to the fact
that English might be to some students their second language
(see page

4).

The validity of the instrument is based on these

. three constructs and every attempt has been made to follow
these purposes closely. ·
The reliabi,lity of the instrument is debatableo

It is

dependable oply to the extent that a given student performs
consistently at or near the same level throughout his/her
, experience in 6th grade mathematics or shows consistent improvemento
Any consistency that results from student initiative to maintain
or improve his/her performance on future follow-up to the review
test will go a long way to add reliability to the

inst~unent.

There appears to be no difficulties with the practicality
of using the inst.ruments as they are proposed heca.use they
worked out fine in practice and in practice were quite beneficial
to the students'as they were given in class.
In submi·tting the findings from this paper to supervising
teachers, these recommendations for consideration can be made:
(1) Due to limitations as to time and purpose, adequate
statistical analysis was not entirely possible.

For instance,

given additional time and opport1.mity, a statistical evaluation
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using •t .. scores 1 ,
be possible.

1

z-scores', or 'numerical cor·relation 1 would

It is up to those who desire to further the study

utilizing analysis by statistics whenever it is plausible.
(2) The findings released by this study lead to these
issues:

how do we as teachers improve the application of

review lessons, and enrichment, leading to an examination
designed to quantify the learning from the

review~

. In effect,

how do we integrate this approach for application of.this method
of review into our present-day curriculum?

These are matters

for consideration that the findings of this study propose which
we must answer in order to improve the instrument.
(3) Another recorrnnendation has been at issue in this

study which

bea1~s

scrupulous attention.

Can we as teachers

determine at what juncture in our tes.ching do students evidence
the need and often the desire for review?

Yes, we can.

We can

by obtaining data on achievement test scores illustrating this
need 1 or we can allow students to group themselves into various
sub-groups as rms the method that was implemented in the
classroom during the first two quarters of the year at the
French Camp School, or we can simply permit students to fall by
the wayside so that they never do mathematics work successfully?
These are all viewpoints to be considered.
(4) A recommendation that is the firm belief of this paper

is that a new methodology of review should become an integral
part of 6th.grade mathematics curric1uum.

In this way, we can

measure gain by students from the beginning of the year on
mathematics lmowledge and skills up to the time that a basic
review on these skills can be given.
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(5) Finally, and possibly most ignored, is the instrument
described in this study being used as a cultural tool?
be.

It can

By constructing the test in two parts, one verbal and the

other nmnerical, it is possible to demonstrate with reasonable
certainty the effects of a student's exposure to English on
answering these types of questions, or is English really a
second language to him?

Can a cross-cultural experience tell

a prospective teacher anything?

Yes, it is believed so.

By

the use of the instrument devised in two.parts, we can demonstrate
how cultural differences come into play in ansuering either word
questions or number problems as proposed and used by the review
test.

These are questions adapted from this study.
Ultimately, the framework of this study leads one to the

recommendations as stated earliero

It is submitted that in

order to improve upon the instrument ( s) or methods of study
used in review, what can 'future teachers do given this study
in its present form?

We as teachers must consider alternatives

leading to change so _as to agree on new, more compatible
recommendations for our concern in mathematics.

If we can

begin to refine our approach to teaching mathematics to 6th graders,
we will be successful.

,
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